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INTRODUCTION

This book contains documentation for a process of  building together in 
Reyeroord, IJsselmonde, Rotterdam. This section contains all information to 
situate yourself  in this location, and to understand everything that follows. 
In the next section you can see per step which building actions happen, 
where and when, who are involved, the extent to which the process can be 
improvised or is scripted beforehand, and the tools and materials needed to 
undertake this step. The loose pages then provide the additional documenta-
tion needed to build: plans, details, sections, and contextual information. 

This book can be read chronologically - step 1 to 10, or it can be order 
according to place. It can be seen, then, almost as a do it yourself  manual. 
Reading the thick pages of  the book can be a collective action, changing 
frmo one step to the next a festive event - a new chapter! The book itself  is 
a performative thing that hopefully enables and inspires different processes 
of  building together. 

I propose a building vocabulary consisting of  local build-
ing materials. The patterns on this page are used through-
out the project, so this page can also be read as a legend 
to understand all drawings in this book. 

Schematic location drawing of  what happens where. Rey-
eroord, IJsselmonde. 

Design proposal: I propose three spaces for theatre, shar-
ing stories, and play: one practice space for theatre classes, 
that can also function as a neighbourhood centre, a place 
to hang out and drink coffee; one amphitheatre, that can 
also function as a casual place to meet, at the crossroads 
of  this park; and one hooiberg, a music pavilion-and-fire-
place that is ideal for neighbourhood gatherings. 
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container, many of the primary school children 
of the Meester van Eyk School performed with 
dance and music. They also have a space in 
the green strip where there’s the possibility for 
outside classes and nature education. Hopefully 
“building together” can also be part of this 
curriculum! 
While Reyeroord with its green spaces can be a 
paradise for young children - there’s so much to 
play with - there might not be an awful lot to do 
for teenagers. There are few cultural facilities, 
workshops, and the spaces might not be the 
most welcoming to hang out (indeed they are 
specifically designed so as to prevent people 
from gathering). What if teenagers also started 
to feel ownership over these spaces? How can 
they be involved in building together?
Groot-IJsselmonde also houses two “VSO” 
schools for “special education”: education for 
people of 12-20 years old with special needs. 
In these schools they learn to live and work in 
society, for example as barista, as gardeners 
or cooks, or by sewing, washing, knitting. VSO 
school Herenwaard set up a programme for 
children to get trained as barista, and you can 
hire them with a coffee-tuctuc to provide coffee 
at events. This turns out to be a really good 
way to break the ice and to invite people to join 
participatory events, to have a chat, and get to 
know each other.  

To build something together, using the straw that 
we sowed in autumn, and to buy the reed that we 
use to make the roof, we need to build relations 
with local farmers. For these farmers it might 
be interesting to engage with a neighbourhood, 
with students, children and others, to build 
relationships with people in their surroundings 
and to teach about their work. 

Professional builders can help inhabitants learn 
skills, and make sure that the building, the site, 
the process, remain safe. 

With such exstensive green space, Reyeroord 
is also a home to many non-human animals, 
including birds, bees, maybe bats, frogs, 
rodents, hedgehogs, and many, many geese. 
Parts of the lawns and fields are maintained 
not by humans on lawn-mowers but by sheep, 
eating grasses and some of the plants, but 
leaving others, maintaining more biodiverse 
ecologies - good for the bees! 

INVOLVED ACTORS FOLDOUT
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INSTITUTIONAL ACTORS
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SCHOOLS & CHILDREN

EMERGENT RELATIONS
NON-HUMAN RESIDENTS

Groot-IJsselmonde, and Reyeroord as one of 
the neighbourhoods in it, was built in the 1960s. 
It is a typical post-war extension neighbourhood 
with lots of green space, and a mix of terraced 
houses, 4-story apartment blocks (portiekflats) 
and 10-story apartment blocks (galerijflats). 
Some 30.000 people live in Groot-IJsselmonde 
- Reyeroord is one of the 7 neighbourhoods in 
this district.  
Many of its current inhabitants have lived in 
Reyeroord ever since it was built. One person I 
met now lives there with 3 generations of family: 
her daughter moved back to the neighbourhood 
where she grew up and now lives there with her 
family and children. 
Now Reyeroord’s residents grow older, and 
children move out, some people joke that 
there might now be more dogs than children. 
Reyeroord’s dog walkers are a very visible part 
of the population: some of them meet each other 
everyday on two of the few benches in the park. 
They joke that sometimes it feels like being a 
social worker: many people walk by for a chat 
to share what’s on their minds, while the dogs 
owners sit on the benches and the dogs play in 
the park. 

“Stadsbeheer”, the municipality’s public space 
facility management, decides where to place 
benches, which trees to cut, which lawns to mow 
and how. The neighbourhood of Reyeroord is 
one of the municipality’s “pilot neighbourhoods” 
as it is one of the first neighbourhoods to quit 
natural gas and to switch to more sustainable 
energy sources. This is combined with the 
challenge of making Reyeroord more adapted 
to extreme weather due to climate change. 
This situation urged the municipality to “do 
it otherwise” and focus on neighbourhood 
participation and circularity. Now, “Reyeroord+” 
experiments with using local materials, working 
in a circular way, and involving inhabitants in a 
variety of ways in making decisions about the 
future of their (public) spaces. 
One of the ways in which this participation 
happens is through the “Oeverloos” project, 
centered around a container placed in the green 
strip between Reyeroord and Hordijkerveld. 
Every Wednesday and Thursday, this place is 
open for event, for coffee, tea, cake and talks, 
performances or any other activities that come 
up in the process. It’s also the place where 
workshops imagining the future of these spaces 
happen. All of this is organised by “Stichting 
Tussentuin”, a design studio focusing on 
participation and green spaces. 
There are many private iniatives in Groot-
IJsselmonde and Reyeroord helping people 
who face financial trouble; providing places for 
meeting others, drinking coffee, eating a meal 
together;  or organising fun outings for children. 
One of these is “Inloop Kreileroord”, part of a 
healthcare group, which next to their dayly 
activities for people with handicaps, provides 
daily meals for a small price, and a place to hang 
out and drink coffee with others for everyone in 
the neighbourhood. There’s also a “ruilwinkel”, 
a shop without money where you can “buy” 
things by sharing things you have. 
Groot-IJsselmonde also has several 
“neighbourhood houses” (Huizen van de 

Wijk), where workshops, dance classes, film 
screenings, and other activities are organised. 
You can also have a coffee or a meal here, or 
get advise.

The Rotterdams Wijktheater (Rotterdam 
neighbourhood theatre) is a participatory 
theatre organisation based in the centre Groot-
IJsselmonde since 2011. Now Stefan, one of 
the employees, has started a project (Zwart 
Zaad) focusing on poverty in IJsselmonde. 
By focusing on the direct environment of the 
RWT rather than on other neighbourhoods 
it has worked on before, it also explores the 
potential roles of this theatre organisation in 
its immediate surroundings. The project looks 
at poverty from a diversity of angles, seeing it 
as a societal problem rather than the result of 
individual circumstances - “there is enough, 
it’s just in the wrong places”. It includes weekly 
repetitions in Islamunda with people who have 
experienced poverty in different ways, leading 
up to a performance at Christmas 2019. It will 
also include a site-specific performance in 2020, 
sharing stories in the neighbourhood, rather 
than in the black box of the theatre, probably 
on a stage built together with performers 
and other inhabitants. It will also include a 
series of performances by professional actors 
touring around different (high) schools to raise 
awareness on poverty and the troubles around 
it. 
Rumour has it that Jeugdtheater Hofplein (youth 
theatre organisation Hofplein) will also open a 
location in Rotterdam-Zuid/IJsselmonde. If this 
is so, they might build a durable place where 
children can play, learn, perform together. Who 
knows, this might be in a built-together building 
made of local materials?

The primary schools located around the green 
strip between Reyeroord and Hordijkerveld (“de 
groenstrook”) are involved with making this a 
nicer space. At the opening of the “Oeverlooos” 
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ACTIONS :
script improvisation

PEOPLE : local farmer shares knowledge, builds local relationships
    bees & birds enjoy enhanced biodiversity, pollenate
    school children are away from school, learn about nature & growing, learn skills
    inhabitants help shaping their neighbourhood, learn skills, meet people
    stadsbeheer is in charge of public space, helps organising, provides tools

MATERIALS : bags of seeds (provided by local farmer)

TOOLS  : poles & rope, hayforks, shovels, gardening gloves, boots (sponsored by municipality)

DURATION : 1 weekend, November

LOCATION : field

DESCRIPTION : sowing barley seeds, sharing & developing gardening & planting skills

1. PLANTING BARLEY

barley field - 60m x 40m

hooiberg

amphitheatre

practice space

This drawing shows the location of the barley 
field in relation to the three architectural 
interventions, the green strip where the 
‘oeverloos’ container is located, the ring road 
of Groot-IJsselmonde and the Rotterdams 
Wijktheater. 

Barley is an old type of grain. Ancient grains 
have more straw than the species that have 
been modified more recently. It is used to brew 
beer and whiskey, but it can also be eaten as 
‘pearl barley’, which can be used in similar 
ways as couscous. This field does not provide 
enough straw for the building of the practice 
space, which is why we need relations with 
nearby farmers. But growing barley together in 
the neighbourhood is a learning process that 
also shows that it is possible to use these green 
spaces in different ways, collectively, and for 
the neighbourhood. 

Organic barley produces +- 5600 kg/hectare. 
This field spans 0,25 hectare, which would 
result in 1400 kg barley. 1 hectare produces 
+- 4000kg straw (200 bales). This field could 
provide +-1000 kg, which equals 50 straw bales. 

grass/ green strip (groenstrook)

Oeverloos container

Rotterdams Wijktheater

Ijsselmonde (like Rotterdam and the Netherlands 
as a whole) is located in a delta. The island of 
IJssselmonde was diked-in land around 1300, 
but the flood of  1374 returned it to the sea. For 
almost 300 years, the river and the tides washed 
down clay and sand, while it was slowly diked-in 
again in circular patterns: working from higher 
locations onto lower areas. When the “Koedood” 
was dammed in 1594, IJsselmonde was land 
again. Today, this means that IJsselmonde is 
built on clay soil - good news, for we can use 
clay to build earth floors or rammed earth walls, 
and deep foundation poles are unnecessary. 



ACTIONS :
script improvisation

MATERIALS : collected material: sand, clay, earth

TOOLS  : groundwater pump, escavator, shovels, wheelbarrows, poles & rope, tarp

DURATION : 1 weekend & professional builders until finished, March

LOCATION : amphitheatre

DESCRIPTION : terraforming, digging a pond, making a hill, collecting clay & sand

PEOPLE : stadsbeheer professional builders, operating escavator, supervise & teach
    Oeverloos project promotes the event, shares design & participation knowledge
    neighbourhood inhabitants help digging, moving earth, or providing snacks, sharing stories
    school children help digging, playing with earth
    VSO school children make coffee in the tuctuc or help digging

2. MOVING EARTH

escavated pond provides clay, sand
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This drawing shows a 1.100 section of the 
amphitheatre, path and bench, and shows it 
in relation to the park in which it is located, 
IJsselmonde as a whole, and the river Maas. 

The escavation from the pond provides earth for 
the hill (max. 1,6m high) in which the amphitheatre 
lies. The clay from the pond escavation pond is 
used to watertighten the pond, and to make the  
earthen floor of the practice space. 

Ijsselmonde (like Rotterdam and the Netherlands 
as a whole) is located in a delta. The island of 
IJssselmonde was diked-in land around 1300, 
but the flood of  1374 returned it to the sea. For 
almost 300 years, the river and the tides washed 
down clay and sand, while it was slowly diked-in 
again in circular patterns: working from higher 
locations onto lower areas. When the “Koedood” 
was dammed in 1594, IJsselmonde was land 
again. Today, this means that IJsselmonde is 
built on clay soil - good news, for we can use 
clay to build earth floors or rammed earth walls, 
and deep foundation poles are unnecessary. 



ACTIONS :
script improvisation

3. CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS (practice space)

MATERIALS : sand, cement, water, woodwork, screws, EPS insulation

DESCRIPTION : pouring concrete foundations, a stable support structure 

LOCATION : practice space

DURATION : 1 week, March/April

TOOLS  : concrete mixer, hammers, screw drivers, wheelbarrows

PEOPLE : professional builders supervise, teach, dig foundations & pour concrete
    team of (VSO) school children help building, gain work experience, build connections
    inhabitants drink coffee, share stories, meet, observe
    de doorstroom (VSO school) serves coffee
    

1000mm

15000 mm

12000 mm

1000mm

North

500mm300mm

1:100 plan of practice space foundations. 
Pouring the concrete foundations can be a 
festive event - it’s the start of this neighbourhood 
building! 

1:100 section of concrete foundations in 
practice space. The foundations provide a 
stable, watertight plinth on which the building 
can grow, built with many hands and other tools. 
It’s also a constant visual factor connecting this 
and the other buildings. Before the rest of the 
building is built, it can be used to play on, to sit 
on, to meet at. 

Step 1. Earth. Step 2. Dig foundations - min. 
700mm deep to prevent frost; 
100mm wider on both sides for 
formwork, 150mm deeper for a 
level foundation. 

Step 3. 150mm sand/compacted 
gravel on the bottom of the 
foundation, make level. Build 
formwork on both sides of the 
foundation. 

Step 4. Place foil in the 
foundation trench; place 
reinforcement bars and hard 
insulation material (EPS). 

Step 5. Pour the concrete! Make 
level. Remove the formwork 
after 1 day. 

Step 6. The final foundation. 

p=0

p=-700

p=-850

How to build the concrete foundations

1000mm

15000 mm

1000mm500mm300mm

1000mm

200mm

700mm

700mm

200mm



ACTIONS :
script improvisation

3. CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS (hooiberg)

MATERIALS : sand, cement, water, woodwork, screws, EPS insulation

DESCRIPTION : pouring concrete foundations, a stable support structure 

LOCATION : hooiberg

DURATION : 1 week, March/April

TOOLS  : concrete mixer, hammers, screw drivers, wheelbarrows

PEOPLE : professional builders supervise, teach, dig foundations & pour concrete
    team of (VSO) school children help building, gain work experience, build connections
    inhabitants drink coffee, share stories, meet, observe
    de doorstroom (VSO school) serves coffee
    

1:100 plan of hooiberg foundations. Pouring the 
concrete foundations can be a festive event - it’s 
the start of this neighbourhood building! 

10m

500mm

500mm

10m

5m

400mm

5200mm

10000mm

400mm

700mm

400mm

1:100 section of the hooiberg’s concrete 
foundations. The foundations provide a stable, 
watertight plinth on which the wooden structure 
can be built. It’s also a constant visual factor 
connecting this and the other buildings. Before 
the rest of the building is built, it can be used to 
play on, to sit on, to meet at. 

Step 1. Earth. Step 2. Dig foundations - min. 
700mm deep to prevent frost; 
100mm wider on both sides for 
formwork, 150mm deeper for a 
level foundation. 

Step 3. 150mm sand/compacted 
gravel on the bottom of the 
foundation, make level. Build 
formwork on both sides of the 
foundation. 

Step 4. Place foil in the 
foundation trench; place 
reinforcement bars and hard 
insulation material (EPS). 

Step 5. Pour the concrete! Make 
level. Remove the formwork 
after 1 day. 

Step 6. The final foundation. 

p=0

p=-700

p=-850

How to build the concrete foundations
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3. CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS (ampitheatre)

MATERIALS : sand, cement, water, woodwork, screws, EPS insulation

DESCRIPTION : pouring concrete foundations, a stable support structure 

LOCATION : amphitheatre

DURATION : 1 week, March/April

TOOLS  : concrete mixer, hammers, screw drivers, wheelbarrows

PEOPLE : professional builders supervise, teach, dig foundations & pour concrete
    team of (VSO) school children help building, gain work experience, build connections
    inhabitants drink coffee, share stories, meet, observe
    de doorstroom (VSO school) serves coffee   

circle diameter: 12m

podium width: 6m

1:100 plan of amphitheatre foundations. Pouring 
the concrete foundations can be a festive event 
- it’s the start of this neighbourhood building! 

1:100 section of amphitheatre foundations. 
After the foundations have been poured, the 
amphitheatre is more or less finished: grass 
needs to be planted and the gravel of the ‘stage’ 
needs to be placed, but it when the concrete is 
in place it can already be used. Next to the “one-
person bench”, it can provide a meeting place at 
one of the busiest crossroads of this park. The 
concrete plinth also provides a visual stability 
among all three structures.  

400mm 400mm
400mm

400mm
150mm

700mm

400mm

1200mm 6000mm
1200mm

1200mm

Step 1. Earth. Step 2. Dig foundations - min. 
700mm deep to prevent frost; 
100mm wider on both sides for 
formwork, 150mm deeper for a 
level foundation. 

Step 3. 150mm sand/compacted 
gravel on the bottom of the 
foundation, make level. Build 
formwork on both sides of the 
foundation. 

Step 4. Place foil in the 
foundation trench; place 
reinforcement bars and hard 
insulation material (EPS). 

Step 5. Pour the concrete! Make 
level. Remove the formwork 
after 1 day. 

Step 6. The final foundation. 

p=0

p=-700

p=-850

How to build the concrete foundations
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200mm
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ACTIONS :
script improvisation

north

4000mm

4000mm
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MATERIALS : 8 locally sourced oak tree trunks (sponsored by municipality)

TOOLS  : saws, steel column feet, screws, drills, adze

DURATION : weeks, April/May

LOCATION : practice space

DESCRIPTION : making “roedes”, oak columns and placing them in pavilions

PEOPLE : professional builders share knowledge, maintain craftmanship, teach, build
    team of (VSO) school children learn craft, gain work experience, build connections
    stadsbeheer sources oak trees somewhere in the city

4. MAKING OAK COLUMNS (practice space)

1:100 plan of practice space, with 4 oak columns 
lining the walkway. The oak columns function 
as markers, they visually connect the three 
structures. The holes in these oak columns 
allow inhabitants to use them in a variety of 
ways: hanging banners, flags, curtains, a bird-
house. 

1:100 section of practice space, with oak 
columns lining the walkway. The oak columns 
function as markers, they visually connect the 
three structures. The holes in these oak columns 
allow inhabitants to use them in a variety of 
ways: hanging banners, flags, curtains, a bird-
house. 

1:5 detail of the connection of the oak column 
with the concrete foundation at the walkway of 
the practice space. 

oak column

compacted basalt 
gravel stage

p=-700

p=0

earth

footpath

column base (steel)

concrete foundation 
(also serving as 
bench). w=400mm

basalt gravel drainage 
around building
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4. MAKING OAK COLUMNS (hooiberg)

MATERIALS : 8 locally sourced oak tree trunks (sponsored by municipality)

TOOLS  : saws, steel column feet, screws, drills, adze

DURATION : weeks, April/May

LOCATION : hooiberg

DESCRIPTION : making “roedes”, oak columns and placing them in pavilions

PEOPLE : professional builders share knowledge, maintain craftmanship, teach, build
    team of (VSO) school children learn craft, gain work experience, build connections
    stadsbeheer sources oak trees somewhere in the city

5m

5m

north

1:100 plan of practice space, with 4 oak columns 
lining the walkway. The oak columns function 
as markers, they visually connect the three 
structures. The holes in these oak columns 
allow inhabitants to use them in a variety of 
ways: hanging banners, flags, curtains, a bird-
house. 

5000mm

10000mm

1:100 section of hooiberg, with 5 oak columns. 
The four will hold the roof, while the fifth 
functions as a marker, where lights can hang if 
there’s a party. The oak columns also visually 
connect the three structures. The holes in these 
oak columns allow inhabitants to use them 
in a variety of ways: hanging banners, flags, 
curtains, a bird-house - or, traditionally, to move 
the roof up and down. 

1:5 detail of the connection of the oak column 
with the concrete foundation of the hooiberg. 
The same principle applies at all oak column 
footings. 

oak column

compacted basalt 
gravel stage

p=-700

p=0
grass

earth

column base (steel)

concrete foundation 
(also serving as 
bench). w=400mm
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4. MAKING OAK COLUMNS (amphitheatre)

MATERIALS : 8 locally sourced oak tree trunks (sponsored by municipality)

TOOLS  : saws, steel column feet, screws, drills, adze

DURATION : weeks, April/May

LOCATION : amphitheatre

DESCRIPTION : making “roedes”, oak columns and placing them in pavilions

PEOPLE : professional builders share knowledge, maintain craftmanship, teach, build
    team of (VSO) school children learn craft, gain work experience, build connections
    stadsbeheer sources oak trees somewhere in the city

1:100 plan of amphitheatre, with 1 oak column 
functioning as a place marker. It can be used 
to hang lights on, for festivity, or as a place 
where roses or other climbing plants can grow. 
Or perhaps a stork couple will build their nest 
here? 

one oak column - and a bench

one oak column - and a bench

north

1:100 section of the amphitheatre, with one oak 
column. The oak column marks the amphitheatre 
at the crossroads in this park, can be used as 
light-pole and is connected to a concrete bench: 
a meeting place, or a place to casually observe 
what is going on at the amphitheatre without 
participating. 

1:5 detail of the connection of the oak column at 
the amphitheatre. 

footpath

oak column

compacted basalt 
gravel stage

p=-700

p=0

earth

footpath

column base (steel)

concrete foundation 
(also serving as 
bench). w=400mm
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MATERIALS : 2’x4’ beams, screws, multiplex wood

TOOLS  : saws, screwdrivers, power drills, hammers, work gloves

DURATION : 20 days, May/June

LOCATION : practice space

DESCRIPTION : building the wooden structure holding up the roof, affording to use this space in many ways

PEOPLE : team of:
    professional builders sharing knowledge, building, teaching, showing
    volunteers from neighbourhood learning, building, screwing, carrying
    architect guiding, sharing knowledge, building together, learning, listening
    school children gain work experience, building together

5. BUILDING WOODEN STRUCTURE
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structure of  double 2’’ by 4’ beams
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1:100 plan of the wooden structure in the 
practice space. The thick wooden walls afford 
storing things, sitting on the side of the 
space, leaving the floor completely open as 
all supporting functions can be moved to the 
walls, that become activated and full of life. 
The wooden structure is also easy to add to, to 
change, amend, build upon. They can be built 
by a team of people with more and less building 
experience: wood is not too difficult to handle, 
and as it’s constructed of standard sized wood 
(2’ by 4’s) it is not too heavy. 

1:20 interior elevation showing how the 
thickwooden structure can be used to sit in, to 
store things, to change and amend the space 
according to the wishes of the moment. 

1:1 section of a 2’ by 4’ beam

model photos !!!

Model photos showing the wooden structure as a place to sit in, 
to store things, to hang things from, to use in a variety of ways. 

1:20 plan of the practice space, the corner of the 
wooden structure before the straw bales have 
been placed. 

north

Corner connection 
becomes a closet

north



ACTIONS :
script improvisation

MATERIALS : foil, gravel, green roof supplies, soil, sedum plants, solar panels, prefab kerto roof 

TOOLS  : crane

DURATION : 1 week, June

LOCATION : practice space

DESCRIPTION : placing roof, making a dry space, installing green roof & solar panels

PEOPLE : professional builders placing Kerto roof, operating crane
    team of builders making roof water tight, placing green roof
    stadsbeheer providing tools, plants, knowledge for planting green roof
    energy consultant sharing knowledge, installing solar panels

6. PLACING ROOF

16000 mm

13000 mm

crane

40 x 400mm

1:100 roof plan of the practice space. The roof is 
a Kerto Ripa prefabricated roof filled with straw 
as insulation. It is finished with a green roof and 
PV panels. 

Afmetingen: Kerto 45x360 hoh 400mm
Balklaag aan de bovenzijde voorzien van 
beschot 18mm, 6 laags Fins vuren
Draagkracht (permanent): 35kg/m2
Draagkracht (veranderlijk): 56kg/m2
Draagkracht (veranderlijk over 10m2): 100kg/m2

1:100 section of practice space with kerto ripa 
roof.

1:5 roof buildup: prefabricated wooden kerto 
ripa roof, green roof on top. 

30mm sedum mat
50mm substrate
40mm drainage & filter
root barrier
epdm water barrier
Kerto  Ripa roof: 
 18mm triplex board
 45x360mm beams, h.t.h. 400mm
 straw insulation
 18mm triplex board (interior finish)

roof  light

8000mm

1200mm

north



ACTIONS :
script improvisation

Step 1. Wooden columns stand on concrete foundations. Step 3. Secondary beams are attached to the lanen and the knot in the top. Step 4. Slates are attached to outside beams, reed roof  is placed. 

6000mm

6000mm

roofed space can be used as stage, or as gath-
ering place, or as a place for the audience.

north

1:100 plan of hooiberg, including the roofed 
space, a curving concrete bench leading to 
a fireplace, in an imagined future where the 
hooiberg is used as pavilion for sharing stories 
and enabling gatherings. The wooden structure 
easily allow for hanging other things from 
there: lights, curtains, or other props used for a 
potential theatre performance. 

1:5 detail of the “hooiberg” connection between 
column, beam and roof. The main beams hang 
from the columns and carry the rest of the roof. 

MATERIALS : wood ‘lanen’ (beams), sticks, blocks, willow twigs, reed, rope, ...

TOOLS  : saw, rope, drills, file, block plane, rope, ...

DURATION : 10 days, June/July

LOCATION : hooiberg

DESCRIPTION : building historic ‘hay mountain’ (hooiberg), including reed roof and dry wood connections

PEOPLE : building team (5 people) of 
    builders sharing historic knowledge of hooibergen, sharing knowledge about reed roofs 
    volunteers from the neighbourhood learning historic building knowledge, building together
    students gaining building and working experience

7. BUILDING REED ROOF

Knotting

Connecting

Layering, binding

Hanging, connecting

Step 2. Main beams (horizontal lanen and vertical sporen) are attached to columns - details via hooidelta.nl

reed roof, 
300mm 
thick

slates for 
reed

mortise & 
tenon joint

roof  hangs 
in girdle

roof  beam

5000mm 6000 mm

The hooiberg (“hay mountain”) is a local 
typology that was used to store hay (winter 
fodder for animals) at farms. The roof can move 
up and down so that the hay always keeps 
dry, regardless of the amount. There are many 
different local varieties of “hooibergen”. Here, I 
have used the “vier-roeder” (four-columns and 
a roof, no column in the middle). The columns, 
traditionally made of oak wood from the north 
side of a piece of land (so that the wood is harder 
due to slower growing) but in the early 20th 
century replaced by concrete and steel, have 
holes in them so that the roof can be moved 
up and down. All connections are demountable 
and ‘dry’ so that the roof can be moved up and 
down as winter progresses. Here I have used a 
hooiberg to familiarise people with this typology 
and to learn from the connections and building 
methods that are grounded in vernacular 
building traditions and local materials - and thus 
could be used to build together. 



ACTIONS :
script improvisation

MATERIALS : materials gained: straw, barley

TOOLS  : threshing machine, threshing flales

DURATION : 1 week, June/July

LOCATION : field

DESCRIPTION : harvesting barley, harvesting straw, making straw bales for building with

PEOPLE : local farmer shares knowledge, builds local relationships
    school children are away from school, learn about nature & growing, learn skills
    inhabitants help shaping their neighbourhood, learn skills, meet people
    stadsbeheer is in charge of public space, helps organising, provides tools
    brewers & cookers use barley to make beer, to make barley couscous, and more

8. HARVESTING STRAW

Overview of barley field - you see the combine 
harvester, people with flails (for fun), a table with 
food, people, a picknick. Harvesting the straw 
and the barley can be a festive neighbourhood 
event - a harvesting feast. 

Characteristics of a straw bale



ACTIONS :

LOCATION : practice space

script improvisation

MATERIALS : straw bales, trass cement, chicken wire

TOOLS  : gloves, hands, pincers, trowels, ...

PEOPLE : local farmer shares knowledge, builds local relationships
    architect facilitates, mediates, organises
    school children build together, learn together
    inhabitants help shaping their neighbourhood, learn skills, meet people
    
DESCRIPTION : building straw bale walls together, rendering them with trass cement

DURATION : 1 month, August

9. STRAW BALE BUILDING

15 straw bales
15 x 800mm

coffee tuctuc De Doorstroom

480mm

400mm 400mm
window
3200mm

480mm

480mm480mm 3x800mm

15 straw bales
15 x 800mm

door 
1600mm

door 
1120mm

side 
480mm

window
 800mm

window
1600mm

1:100 plan of practice space, with straw bale 
facades. The size of the straw bales dictates the 
size of the wooden structure and the grid. As 
the wooden structure and the roof are already 
in place it is quite easy to place the straw bales 
where they belong - this can be done with 
everyone in the neighbourhood who feels like 
building together! 

1:20 facade elevatiion while building up the 
straw bales walls, against the wooden structure 
and on top of the concrete foundations. The 
straw bales are elevated from the ground with 
20cm of concrete, so that they will not get wet. 
They are fixated with chicken wire spanning 
from top to bottom, and on top of that plastered 
with trass cement to make them waterproof.  

1:20 section (3d) showing the buildup of the 
straw walls. 

section

concrete

wooden structure 480mm
straw bales 480mm
chicken wire
trass cement 20mm

1000mm

20mm 480mm 480mm

north



ACTIONS :
script improvisation

MATERIALS : EPS insulation, compacted gravel, sand & clay (from pond excavation), straw, linseed oil 

TOOLS  : concrete mixer, feet, hands, trowels, 

DURATION : August/September

LOCATION : practice space

DESCRIPTION : mixing clay, sand and straw to make a loam floor, pouring floor, finishing

PEOPLE : builders/architects sharing knowledge about loam floors, building together, guiding
    Rotterdams wijktheater participants building the floor they will work on, mixing, feeling
    inhabitants mixing floor mix, leveling, pouring, finishing
    school children mixing floor mix with their feet, learning, feeling, building together

10. MAKING LOAM FLOORS

north

8500 mm 1800mm

10000mm8500 mm

earth floor 8,5 x 8m earth floor  
1,8 x 10m

1:100 plan of the practice space showing the two 
loam floors made of clay, sand, water, linseed 
oil, with time and a lot of hands and feet. The 
earthen floors are lined with a wooden plinth. 

1:5 detail

1:5 detail showing the buildup of the earthen 
floor and its connection to the foundation. 

Photo documentation of making loam floor 
samples on 12 July 2019 in my grandparents’ 
backgarden. 

p=0

p=-700mm

concrete 
foundation, 
insulated 
w=1000mm

foundation 
200mm above 
ground to 
protect straw

straw bales, 
480mm
360x480x800mm
λ=0,06

multiplex board 
connects wood 
construction with 
straw insulation

wooden box 
functions as 
bench and allows 
inflow of  
ventilation

chicken wire to 
connect trass 
cement to straw, 
and to keep straw 
bales in place

trass cement stuc 
(30mm)

perforated 
multiplex

-100mm rammed 
earth floor
-250mm EPS 
insulation
-water-resistant 
layer
-compacted 
gravel foundation

wooden plinth

Pour 1
1 L clay
1 1/4 L water
3 L sand

after pouring

1 week later: too much clay, sample has cracked 1 week later: sample is perfectly fine

after pouring

Pour 2
1 L clay
1 1/4 L water
4 L sand



FINAL STATE

practice space 1:100 plan N

1:1001m

practice space section

1:100 
north1m

amphitheatre plan

1:100 1m

amphitheatre section
1:100 
north1m

hooiberg plan


